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						Explosive & Narcotics Trace Detectors
                          
Explosives trace detectors (ETD) are explosive detection equipment able to detect explosives of small magnitude. The detection is accomplished by sampling non-visible "trace" amounts of particulates. ...
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						X-Ray Baggage Scanner
                          
The X-ray Baggage scanner machines rely on X-rays to see through the surface of your luggage to achieve detailed images of the items inside it. Security officers can calculate how dense each object is...
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						Automatic Barrier Gate
                          
Automatic barriers are designed to professionally control every type of access: car parks, shopping centers, hotels, hospitals, exhibition centers, amusement parks, airports and railway stations, as w...
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						Video Wall Controllers
                          
Capture video directly to your hard drive. Record videos as avi, wmv, flv, mpg, mp4, mov and more video formats. Capture video from a webcam, network IP camera or video input device (e.g., VHS recorde...
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						Video Management
                          
Xtreme's video management suite of hardware products provide customers with an end-to-end solution from entry-level to enterprise. From video transmission to recorders, storage and management there is...
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						Cameras and Accessories
                          
Xtreme features the finest in analog and IP cameras utilizing the latest in imaging technology. Their high sensitivity and resolution provide superior performance in a variety of lighting conditions. ...
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						Softwares
                          
Capture video directly to your hard drive. Record videos as avi, wmv, flv, mpg, mp4, mov and more video formats. Capture video from a webcam, network IP camera or video input device (e.g., VHS recorde...
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                                                XTREME 16 Channel Digital Video Recorder

                                                For more details..
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                                                XTREME-HYB Series Digital Video Recorder
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                                                XTREME Enterprise PC-Based NVR Series Up to 128 IP Cameras
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                                                XTREME Central Management Server
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                                                XTREME 600TVL DWDR Outdoor Bullet Camera 20M IR w/ 3.6mm lens
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                                                XTREME 3 MP H.264 Bullet Camera 30M IR w/ 2.8mm Upto 12mm
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                                                XTREME 3 MP IP WDR Outdoor Dome Camera 30M IR Varifocal
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                                                XTREME 1.3MP-3MP Infrared IP PTZ
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                                                Xtreme XS-ED2304 Portable Trace Explosive and Narcotic IMS Detector
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                                                Xtreme XS05-02 Hand Held Explosive Trace Detector
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                                                Xtreme XS800BX Portable Explosives/Narcotics Trace Detector
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                                                Xtreme XS-XRBS-6040 X-ray Baggage Scanner
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                                             Security Cameras

Xtreme features the finest in analog and 
IP cameras utilizing the latest in imaging technology.
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Video Management

Xtreme's video management suite of hardware products 
provide customers with an end-to-end solution. 
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Video Wall Controllers
Capture video directly to your hard drive. 
Record videos as avi, wmv, flv, mpg, mp4, mov 
and more video formats.
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                                             System Implementation 

                                             Xtream's integrated security systems installations have earned us the trust of many prestigious companies. Our rigorous quality testing procedures guarantee that your security system functions at the maximum level.

                                          

                                          
                                             

                                             Maintenance Services 

                                             We can provide support with our sophisticated maintenance services. We offer multiple maintenance options based on requirement level to guarantee minimum disruption to your company’s daily routine operations.

                                          

                                          
                                             

                                             Security Consulting 

                                             Cost control, security management and system design present formidable challenges for new businesses. We are also technologically advanced and require an ever higher level of integration with other systems. 

                                          

                                          
                                             

                                             Professional Services 

                                             Xtream’s Professional Services Group (PSG) was established to provide further support to our clients by offering a wide variety of professional security management solutions to complement and enhance our core system. 

                                          

                                          
                                             

                                             Global Account Services 

                                             Xtream has built its business on an account-based strategy rather than a project based. This has allowed us to develop a deeper understanding of our clients’ global security concerns, rather than simply local issues.
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                Global Account Services
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                Security Knowledge
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